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Abstract
Dipole words are sequences of magnetic dipoles, in which alike ele-
ments repel and opposite elements attract. Magnetic dipoles contrast
with more general sets of bonding types, called glues, in which pairwise
bonding strength is specified by a glue function. We prove that every
glue function g has a set of dipole words, called a dipole code, that at-
tractively encodes g: the pairwise attractions (positive or non-positive
bond strength) between the words are identical to those of g. More-
over, we give such word sets of asymptotically optimal length. Similar
results are obtained for a commonly used subclass of glue functions.
1 Introduction
Self-assembly is the autonomous organization of components into structures
without supervision [1]. Here we consider controlling self-assembly using
fixed arrangements of magnetic dipoles, specifically leveraging their abil-
ity to attract and repel according to their spatial configurations. Some
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previous microscale [2, 3, 4] and mesoscale [5, 6, 7] self-assembling sys-
tems have used the capillary effects of surface tension as alternative bond-
ing mechanisms. More recently, molecular recognition of mesoscale compo-
nents via surface chemistries has also been used [8, 9, 10]. However, mag-
nets are among the most common sources of interaction force in micro- and
mesoscale assembly, and they are used in both active components that change
bonding behavior [11, 12, 13] and in passive components whose behavior is
fixed [14, 15, 16, 17].
A primary limitation of dipole-based bonding is the limited number of
interactions between dipoles: alike poles repel, while opposite poles attract.
Frameworks by Bhalla et al. [18, 14] and Majumder and Reif [19] describe
an approach for obtaining more complex behaviors by arranging sequences
of dipoles along the boundaries of components. These dipole codes are used
to obtain many distinct bonding sites, called glues, that interact only with
a unique complementary glue. Bhalla et al. [18, 14, 20] have demonstrated
that dipole codes also work experimentally.
The use of DNA codes is ubiquitous in DNA-based nanoscale self-assembly,
where sequences of repeating nucleotides from the alphabet {A, T, C, G} have
been used experimentally to form dozens [21, 22, 23] or even hundreds [24, 25]
of glues. Their theoretical study also is extensive, as seen in several sur-
veys [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. However, there are several practical aspects that
differentiate the design of DNA codes from dipole codes.
For instance, the elasticity of DNA requires that codes must disallow
multiple portions of a single code to bond [31, 32], while chemistry requires
that the codes must have balanced occurrences of letters A, T and G, C [33,
34, 35]. On the other hand, dipole codes have only a single pair of bonding
letters, and inconsistency of mesoscale mixing allows codes to bond with even
a single dipole pair [14].
Theoretical work on DNA-based systems has also demonstrated that the
addition of a repelling force to systems with many glues increases computa-
tional power [36, 37] and efficiency [38, 39]. Thus the construction of large
numbers of glues with magnetic dipole sequences gives access to yet more
techniques for controlling assembly.
Our contribution The frameworks of both Bhalla et al. [18, 14] and Ma-
jumder and Reif [19] have several drawbacks. First, neither formalizes how
to obtain sets of magnetic dipole sequences that encode the behavior of a
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desired number of glues, nor glues with complex pairwise interactions. Sec-
ond, their sequences require precise control of the system’s temperature, the
amount of force necessary for a bond to be irreversible, as well as addi-
tional component geometry. Both are needed to prevent undesired bonds
caused by dipole sequence pairs that only partially match or are misaligned.1
Our work addresses both drawbacks, giving magnetic dipole sequences that
encode pairwise bonding behaviors of arbitrarily many glues at fixed tem-
perature and without misalignment.
Section 2 begins by giving a formal model of magnetic dipole sequences,
called dipole words, and the net forces between them. The pairwise bonding
behaviors of a set of glues are defined by a glue function, and we define what
it means for a set of dipole words to encode a glue function and thus be a
dipole code. These definitions allow for the possibility of misaligned or weak
bonds. They require that the dipole words work at fixed temperature (a pair
can bond if the net attractive force is positive) and that all misaligned bonds
are non-attractive.
Section 3 contains a “warmup” dipole word set construction that encodes
canonical glue functions, where each glue only bonds to itself or to a unique
complementary glue. For any such function over k glues, this construction
gives a dipole code of length O(k) that encodes it.
Section 4 improves this construction by extending it to all glue functions,
allowing for flexible glues (see [40]) that bond to many others. Section 5
improves on length of dipole codes for canonical glue functions only, obtaining
length-O(log k) codes. For both of these results, we also prove that the word
lengths of the second and third constructions are asymptotically optimal.
Finally, Section 6 poses several remaining open problems.
2 Definitions
Letters and words A letter is a symbol x in the alphabet Σ = {0, 1, }.
A dipole word or simply a word is a sequence of letters, and the length of
a word W , denoted |W |, is the number of letters in W . For an integer
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, W [i] refers to the ith letter of W and W [−i] refers to the
ith from the last letter of W . The reverse of a word W , written W˜ , is the
letters of W in reverse order.
1Section 5.2 and Figure 11 of [18] and Section 4 of [19] discuss these difficulties.
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A subword of W is a contiguous sequence of letters in W . For integers
1 ≤ i, j ≤ |W | with i ≤ j, W [i..j] denotes the subword of W from W [i] to
W [j], inclusive. As shorthand, W [−i..] = W [−i..|W |] and W [..j] = W [1..j].
Forces The force of a pair of letters x, y is defined by function
f(x, y) =

1 : {x, y} = {0, 1}
−1 : {x, y} ∈ {{0}, {1}}
0 : otherwise
and a pair of letters x, y is attracted or repelled provided f(x, y) = 1 or
f(x, y) = −1, respectively. Similarly, for words X, Y with |X| = |Y |, the
force of the pair X, Y , denoted f(X, Y ), is defined as
f(X, Y ) = Σ
|X|
i=1f(X[i], Y [i])
and the pair X, Y is attracted provided f(X, Y ) > 0.
X2
Y2
X2X1X1
X2 = 1101010
Y˜2 = 10110Y˜1 = 1101
X1 = 1111111
Y2Y1 Y1
Figure 1: Left: the pair X1, Y˜1 is attracted, since f(X1, Y˜1) = 1 > 0, and
aligned. Right: the pair X2, Y˜2 is not attracted, since f(X2, Y˜2) = −3 + 2 =
−1 6> 0, and not aligned, since f(X2[..− 2], Y˜2[2..]) = 3 > 0.
Alignment For a pair X, Y that corresponds to sequences of magnetic
dipoles in self-assembling components, it may be the case that X[i..] and
Y [.. − i] are attracted, possibly causing unwanted and “misaligned” attach-
ments. A pair X, Y with |X| = |Y | are aligned provided that for A ∈ {Y, Y˜ },
f(X, Y ) ≤ 0 and:
max({f(X[..i], A[−i..]), f(X[−i..], A[..i]) : i ∈ N|X|−1}) ≤ 0
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The inclusion of both of Y and Y˜ is to account for the possibility of two units
attaching after being rotated (A = Y˜ ) or reflected (A = Y ). The inclusion
of f(X, Y ) ≤ 0 is to capture the fact that self-assembly systems often allow
rotation without reflection, but not the converse.
Glue functions Let Nk denote {1, 2, . . . , k}. A k-glue function is a func-
tion g : N2k → Z such that g(i, j) = g(j, i). The bond graph of a glue function
g is the graph (V,E) = (Nk, {(i, j) : g(i, j) > 0}). The following k-glue
function is the canonical unsigned k-glue function:
g(i, j) =
{
1 : i = j
0 : otherwise
Similarly, the following 2k-glue function is the canonical signed 2k-glue func-
tion:
g(i, j) =
{
1 : {i, j} = {2a− 1, 2a}, a ∈ Nk
0 : otherwise
Encoding A set of common-length words W = W1,W2, . . . ,Wk encodes a
k-glue function g provided that for every i, j ∈ Nk, Wi,Wj are aligned and
f(Wi, W˜j) = g(i, j). Similarly, W attractively encodes g provided that for all
i, j, f(Wi, W˜j) > 0 if and only if g(i, j) > 0. Such an encoding set is called a
dipole code and the length of the words of the set is the code’s length.
3 A First Encoding Result
Theorem 3.1. For any k, there exists a length-(6k + 14) dipole code that
attractively encodes the canonical signed 2k-glue function.
Proof. The encoding dipole word setW consists of the following pairs for all
a ∈ Nk.
• W2a−1 = 2k+511(1)a−1(1)(1)k−a12k+6
• W2a = 12k+60()k−a(1)()a−112k+5
Each word has length 6k + 14. Establishing the encoding requires two
steps: proving that every pair of words Wi,Wj is aligned, and proving that
f(Wi,Wj) > 0 if and only if i = 2a− 1, j = 2a for some a ∈ Nk.
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The very few 0 letters mandate that words with positive force have almost
no repelling letter pairs. The long repeated sections of 1 on both ends of W2a
words, and 1 letters in the centers of all words prevent misalignment by
overlapping to form repelled letter pairs. The pattern of 1 and  letters in
the middle of each word forms at least one repelled letter pair when aligned
with any other word, except in complementary pairs W2a−1 and W2a, where
the patterns have no force.
Alignment Let Wi,Wj ∈ W . It is easily observed that f(Wi,Wj) ≤ 0.
Now suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that for some l < |Wi| = |Wj| it
is the case that f(Wi[..l],Wj[−l..]) > 0 or f(Wi[..l], W˜j[−l..]) > 0.
It cannot be that both i and j are odd, since then Wi and Wj contain
no 0 letters and any subwords must have non-positive force. Without loss of
generality, assume i is even. Since the first and last 2k + 6 letters of Wi are
in {, 1}, l ≥ 2k + 7 and thus 12k+6 is a subword of Wi[..l].
If j is even, then every subword of length 2k + 6 in Wj contains at least
two 1 letters. So the subword 12k+6 of Wi[..l] must be involved in at least two
repelled letter pairs. Also, Wi and Wj contain two 0 letters total, so any pair
of subwords have at most two attracted letter pairs. So the force between
any pair of subwords of Wi, Wj is at most 2− 2 = 0.
If j is odd, then every subword of Wj with length 2k+ 6 has at least one
1 letter, except W [−(2k + 6)..]. Then since l ≥ 2k + 7, the subword 12k+6 of
Wi[..l] is involved in a repelled letter pair. Also, Wi and Wj contain one 0
letter total, so any pair of subwords have force at most 1− 1 = 0.
Force Clearly f(Wi, W˜j) ≤ 0 if i, j have the same parity. So all that re-
mains is to verify that for every a, b ∈ Nk, it is the case that f(W2a−1, W˜2b) >
0 if and only if a = b. Observe that W2a−1[2k+8..4k+7] = (1)a−1(1)(1)k−a
and similarly W˜2b[2k + 8..4k + 7] = ()b−1(1)()k−b. The remaining por-
tions ofW2a−1 and W˜2b have force f(2k+511, 12k+5)+f(12k+6, 012k+6) = 1.
So for all a, b ∈ Nk, it follows that f(W2a−1, W˜2b) = 1 if a = b and 0 other-
wise.
A set of 2k dipole words encoding the canonical signed 2k-glue function
can be concatenated in pairs to yield k dipole words encoding the canonical k-
glue function. For instance, the pairs W1,W2 and W3,W4 of length 6·2+14 =
26 that together attractively encode the canonical signed 4-glue function yield
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two words W126W2 and W326W4 encoding the canonical unsigned 2-glue
function. More generally, for larger k, concatenating the pairs W2a−1,W2a
into W2a−16k+14W2a for all a ∈ Nk yields the canonical unsigned k-glue
function.
Corollary 3.2. For any k, there exists a length-(18k + 42) dipole code that
attractively encodes the canonical unsigned k-glue function.
4 Encoding General Glue Functions
In following with the previous section, we obtain a result for bipartite bond
graphs (Theorem 4.1) and then use this to prove a matching result for general
bond graphs (Corollary 4.2).
Theorem 4.1. For any k-glue function g with a bipartite bond graph, there
exists a length-(3k + 14) dipole code that attractively encodes g.
Proof. Since the bond graph is bipartite, it can be written as (V1, V2, E) =
(Nk′ ,Nk \ Nk′ , E). Assume without loss of generality that |V1| ≥ |V2| and so
|V2| ≤ k/2.
Let α : Z→ {1, 1} with
α(n) =
{ 1 : n ≤ 0
1 : n > 0
For integers a ∈ V1 and b ∈ V2, define Ma =
⋃|V |
b=k′+1 α(g(a, b)), i.e. Ma
is the concatenation of |V2| 2-letter words encoding the neighbors of a in V2.
Notice that |Ma| = 2|V2| ≤ 2(k/2) = k. The dipole word set W consists of
the following set of dipole words for all a ∈ V1, b ∈ V2:
• Wa = k+511Ma1k+6
• Wb = 1k+60()|V2|−b1()b−|V1|−11k+5
The set W attractively encodes g by extending the approach in Section 3
to allow half of the words, namely Wa, to have multiple “complementary”
words. The words are shorter here due to a reduction in the number of words
(from 2k to k).
Following the alignment portion of the proof of Theorem 3.1 establishes
that every pair is aligned and only pairs Wi, Wj with i = a ∈ V1, j = b ∈ V2
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can be attracted. Observe that f(Ma, ()b−|V1|−11()|V2|−b) = 0 if g(a, b) >
0 and −1 otherwise. Then since f(k+511, 1k+5) + f(1k+6, 01k+6) = 1,
f(Wa, W˜b) > 0 if and only if g(a, b) = 1. So a pair Wa,Wb is attracted if and
only if g(a, b) > 1.
For an unsigned k-glue function g, consider the dipole codeW constructed
by Theorem 4.1 that attractively encodes a bipartite 2k-glue function g′,
where:
g′(i, j) =

g(i, j − k) : i ≤ k < j
g(i− k, j) : i > k ≥ j
0 otherwise
Concatenating signed pairs Wi,Wi+k for all i ∈ Nk into words Wi3k+14Wj
attractively encodes the original unsigned k-glue function g, since the word
Wi3k+14Wi+k is attracted to a word Wj3k+14Wj+k if and only if g(i, j) > 0.
Corollary 4.2. For any k-glue function g, there exists a length-(9k + 42)
dipole code that attractively encodes g.
As it turns out, dipole codes of O(k)-length is the best possible.
Theorem 4.3. Most k-glue functions can only be attractively encoded with
dipole codes of length Ω(k).
Proof. Observe that all k-glue functions can be partitioned into equal-size
sets, where two functions g, g′ are in the same set if and only if for all
i, j ∈ N2k, g(i, j) = g′(i, j) or g(i, j) = −g′(i, j) + 1 for all i, j. That is, two
functions are in the same set if they output identical or opposite strengths for
all inputs. There are 2(
k
2)+k functions in each set, each specified by a distinct
sequence of
(
k
2
)
+ k choices for whether to output a positive or non-positive
value for each input pair i, j with i ≤ j.
Thus any method of encoding k-glue functions (including as encoding
dipole word sets) requires log(2(
k
2)+k) = Ω(k2) bits to specify at least half
of these functions. Encoding Ω(k2) bits in a dipole word set of k words
requires that the words contain Ω(k2/k) = Ω(k) bits each, and so have length
Ω(k).
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5 Encoding Canonical Glue Functions
In the previous section, we adapted the construction of Section 3 to at-
tractively encode general k-glue functions using dipole codes optimal length
Θ(k). Here we do the same for the special class of canonical glue functions,
improving the length of the dipole code to O(log k). This is easily seen to be
optimal, as there must be at least k words in the code.
Theorem 5.1. For any k ∈ N divisible by 4, there exists a set of length-
(20k+3) words that that attractively encodes the canonical signed 2
(
k
k/2
)
-glue
function.
Proof. Let α, β : {0, 1} → Σ2 be functions defined by
α(n) =
{
1 : n = 0
1 : n = 1
}
β(n) =
{
1 : n = 0
0 : n = 1
}
Let C = {C1, C2, . . . , C( kk/2)} be the set of all bit words of length k with equal
numbers of 0’s and 1’s. Let Mα,C =
⋃k
i=1 α(Ci) and Mβ,C =
⋃k
i=1 β(Ci).
Define a bit word to be a word over the alphabet {0, 1}. We claim the
following set W of dipole words attractively encodes the canonical signed
2
(
k
k/2
)
-glue function.
• W2a−1 = 6k1k/411k/411Mα,Ca111k/4+11k/4−16k+1
• W2a = 19k+1Mβ,C˜a19k
These words form a “compressed” version of the dipole code in Section 3
by changing the middle word patterns from a unary-based encoding with no
force to a binary encoding with large, positive force. The regions of 1 and
 letters at both ends of the words create a balancing set of repelling letter
pairs that only fail to exceed the positive force of the middle patterns if these
patterns match.
Alignment LetWi,Wj ∈ W . If i, j have the same parity, then f(Wi,Wj) ≤
−k/2. For any l < |Wi| = |Wj|, f(Wi[..l],Wj[−l..]) is either less than 1 (if i,
j are odd) or less than −9k + (2k + 3) + k/2 < 0 (if i, j are even), and the
same holds for f(Wi, W˜j[−l..]).
So consider the remaining case: i = 2a − 1, j = 2b for a, b ∈ N( kk/2)
(and l < |Wi|). For l ≤ 15k and A ∈ {W2b, W˜2b}, it is the case that
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f(W2a−1[..l], A[−l..]), f(W2a−1[−l..], A[..l]) ≤ 0, since the 0 letters of A (that
do not appear in the first or last 9k letters of A) coincide only with  letters
of W2a−1[..l] or W2a−1[−l..] (the first and last 6k letters of W2a−1).
For 18k ≥ l > 15k, since the subword 19k is in A and every subword
W2a−1 with length 9k excluding the last contains at least k/4 1 letters, there
are at least k/4 repelled letter pairs involving letters in A. Moreover, the
portion of Mβ,C˜b in A coincides with a subword of W2a−1, namely a subword
of 6k1k/411k/4 or 11k/4+11k/4−16k+1, that contains at most k/4 1 letters. So
it must be that f(W2a−1[..l], A[−l..]), f(W2a−1[−l..], A[..l]) ≤ −k/4+k/4 = 0.
For l > 18k, A contains non-overlapping subwords 19k and 118k−9k−(2k+3) =
17k−3, a superword of 16k+k/4. Then since every subword of W2a−1 with length
6k+ k/4 contains k/4 1 letters, there are at least 2(k/4) = k/2 repelling let-
ter pairs involving letters in A. Moreover, W2a−1 and A contain a total
of at most k/2 0 letters. Thus f(W2a−1[..l], A[−l..]), f(W2a−1[−l..], A[..l]) ≤
−k/2 + k/2 = 0.
Force Clearly f(Wi, W˜j) ≤ 0 for every i, j with the same parity. So
consider f(W2a−1, W˜2b) for a, b ∈ N( kk/2). This force is equal to k/2 − 1 +
f(Mα,Ca , M˜β,C˜b). Inspecting α, β, it is seen that f(Mα,Ca , M˜β,C˜b) = k/2 pro-
vided a = b, and at most k/2−2 otherwise. Thus f(W2a−1, W˜2b) = 1 provided
a = b and non-positive otherwise.
Applying algebra and a similar transformation as done for Corollary 3.2
gives results for both signed and unsigned k-glue functions in terms of k:
Corollary 5.2. For any k, there exists a length-O(log k) dipole code that
attractively encodes the canonical unsigned k-glue or signed 2k-glue function.
6 Conclusion
All of the encodings here are attractive encodings, and thus the word-word
forces do not precisely match the outputs of the encoded glue functions.
Removing the “attractive” modifier is of primary importance, starting with
canonical glue functions.
Open Problem 6.1. Can dipole codes encode canonical glue functions?
Glue functions with no negative outputs? All glue functions?
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The existence of dipole codes that encode the glue functions
g(i, j) =

−1 : i = j = 1
1 : i = j > 1
0 : otherwise
imply that systems of square components using magnet sequences embedded
along their edges are capable of universal computation, following from results
of Patitz, Schweller, and Summers [36].
Prior work by Bhalla et al. [14] uses geometry to prevent unaligned bond-
ing. Such a restriction eases the difficulty of designing dipole codes, and yields
an easier version of Open Problem 6.1.
Open Problem 6.2. Can dipole codes encode all glue functions if words are
not required to be aligned?
Forthcoming work by the authors demonstrates that dipole codes can be
physically implemented. The implementation consists of centimeter-sized,
3D-printed components orbitally stirred and bond with one another via se-
quences of magnets embedded into their faces. The components have dimen-
sions 19 mm × 19 mm × 5 mm (see Figure 2). Neodymium disc magnets
(N45, 1 mm diameter, 1 mm length) are embedded into 9 cylindrical recesses
(1 mm diameter, 2 mm length) equally spaced along 19 mm× 5 mm faces.
The recess and magnet lengths leave an air gap between the magnet and
face. The air gap and recess spacing enforce that magnets interact pair-
wise as in the model: magnets embedded in the same face are sufficiently
far apart that no magnet can strongly interact with more than one magnet
in the same face. Magnet embedding sequences are determined by dipole
words: a 1 letter is a magnet with positive pole oriented outwards, a 0 letter
is a magnet negative pole oriented outwards, and a  letter is no magnet.
The implementation uses a length-9 code that encodes the canonical signed
4-glue function: 1110111, 111, 1110111, 111. Prelimi-
nary experiments demonstrate that components reliably bond irreversibly via
aligned complementary dipole words, while misaligned or non-complentary
bonds rarely form and are easily broken by the kinetic energy imparted by
the orbital stirring.
While the codes developed in this work are asymptotically optimal with
small constants, scaling physical implementations to the sizes needed to use
even small instances of these codes is challenging due to increased component
11
(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) Component dimensions. (b) Component pairs bonding along
faces containing complementary sequences of embedded magnets. Blue and
red marks indicate magnets embedded with north and south poles oriented
outwards, respectively.
weight, agitation forces, and assembly time. Thus computing codes as close
to optimal as possible is key to achieving physical implementations.
Open Problem 6.3. Can canonical signed 2k-glue functions be attractively
encoded by dipole codes of length dlog3(2k)e+ o(log k)?
Open Problem 6.4. What is the computational complexity of the following
problem: given a glue function g and integer l, does there exist a dipole code
of length at most l (attractively) encoding g?
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